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Abstract— Big Data is a term which mainly focuses on the use of techniques to capture, process, analyze and visualize large 

datasets in a reasonable time span. Different platforms, tools and software used for this purpose are known as “Big Data 

technologies”. Hadoop is an open-source framework used to process large amount of data in an inexpensive and efficient way 

by using MapReduce which is used for processing and generating large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a 

cluster. Job scheduling is a key factor for achieving high performance in big data processing. The paper presents a comparative 

study of job scheduling algorithms in Hadoop environment. In addition, this paper describes the features, advantages and 

disadvantages of various Hadoop scheduling algorithms such as FIFO, Fair, Capacity, LATE, Energy-aware, Resource-aware, 

Matchmaking, Delay and Deadline Constraints. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Big Data 
Big Data is defined as the voluminous amount of data that 

grow so fast that they are not manageable by traditional 

RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) or 

conventional statistical tools. Big Data is a term which 

mainly focuses on the use of techniques to capture, process, 

analyse and visualize large datasets in a reasonable time 

span. Big Data is when the size of the data itself becomes 

part of the problem [1]. This problem is now converted to an 

opportunity to use data stored in data warehouse to find some 

patterns in hidden data. Data collected by the real-time 

applications along with social media applications is in 

massive amount known as Big Data [2]. The new aspect of 

Big Data lies in the cost of storing and processing the large 

datasets. A Big Data analysis system must support input from 

multiple human experts and shared exploration of results [3]. 

The elements of Big data consists of 7 V’s: value, volume, 

velocity, variety, veracity, visualization and variability. 

 

Hadoop 
Hadoop is one of the technologies used to process Big Data. 

It is an open-source platform that provides analytical 

technologies and computational power required to work with 

such large sets of data. Hadoop is an Apache Software 

Foundation project written in JAVA. The Hadoop core 

project provides the basic services for building a cloud 

computing environment with commodity hardware and the 

API for developing software that will run on that cloud [4]. 

The Apache Hadoop project was created by Doug Cutting 

and Mike Caferella in 2005. The name for the project came 

from the toy elephant of Cutting’s young son [5]. Hadoop 

platform provides an improved programming model, which 

is used to create and run distributed systems quickly and 

efficiently. Hadoop distributes the data in advance. Data is 

replicated in a cluster of computers for reliability and 

availability. Processing occurs when the data is stored. A 

Hadoop cluster consists of single MasterNode and multiple 

SlaveNodes as shown in Fig. 1. The master node consists of 

a NameNode and a JobTracker. The slave node or worker 

node acts as both a DataNode and a TaskTracker. It performs 

the Heartbeat mechanism as each DataNode sends a 

"Heartbeat signal" to NameNode after every few minutes or 

default time set to make NameNode aware of the 

active/inactive status of DataNodes [6]. The processing in 

Hadoop is performed by MapReduce.
 

 

Fig. 1 Hadoop Cluster Architecture 
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MapReduce 
MapReduce [7] is a programming model for processing large 

datasets. Hadoop MapReduce job consists of two user-

defined functions: map and reduce [8]. The input of a 

Hadoop MapReduce job is given as a set of key-value pairs 

(k,v) and the map function is called for each of these pairs. 

The map function produces intermediate key-value pairs 

(k',v') shown in Fig. 2. Then, the Hadoop MapReduce 

framework groups these intermediate key-value pairs by 

intermediate key k' and calls the reduce function for each 

group. Then, the reduce function produces zero or more 

aggregated results. The Hadoop MapReduce uses a 

distributed file system to read and write its data. It uses 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which is the open 

source counterpart of the Google File System [9]. 

 
Fig. 2 Execution Overview of MapReduce 

In this paper, Section I contains the introduction of big data, 

Hadoop and MapReduce, Section II contains the Hadoop 

scheduling algorithms, Section III contains comparison and 

analysis of different scheduling algorithms on the basis of 

parameters, Section IV concludes research work with future 

directions.  

II. HADOOP SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 

Scheduling Algorithms 
Scheduling is a management technique, which is used to 

govern the order of events. Scheduling can be influenced by 

priority, throughput and turnaround time requirements. The 

aim of scheduling of jobs [10] is to enable faster processing 

of jobs and to reduce the response time as much as possible 

by using better techniques for scheduling depending on the 

jobs, along with the best utilization of resources. The focus is 

on the scheduling of MapReduce jobs within Hadoop. The 

scheduler governs how the idle system accepts and executes 

jobs. In addition, it handles jobs which are submitted to the 

cluster, while a job execution is taking place. The goal of the 

scheduler is to optimize certain parameters. The different 

types of parameters related to Hadoop schedulers are:
 

1. Job Allocation 

2. Fairness 

3. Data Locality 

4. Job Response Time 

5. Resource Sharing 

6. Environment 

7. Workload 

8. Resource Utilization 

9. Mode 

10. Performance 

11. Execution 

12. Priority in a job queue
 

 

Classification of Hadoop Scheduling Algorithms 
The Hadoop job schedulers [11], [12] can be classified in 

terms of the following aspects: environment, priority, 

resource awareness (such as CPU time, free slot, disk space, 

I/O utilization), time and strategies. The main idea behind 

scheduling is to minimize overhead, resources and 

completion time and to maximize throughput by allocating 

jobs to the processor [13]. A number of Hadoop schedulers 

exist which are categorically segregated into various 

categories such as: Static, Dynamic, Resource based and 

Time based. Further these categories are subcategorised with 

number of algorithms as listed in Fig. 3.
 

 
Fig. 3 Hadoop Schedulers 

 

A. Static Scheduling - the allocation of jobs to processors is 

done before the program execution begins. The 

information regarding job execution time and processing 

of resources is known at compile time. The aim of static 

scheduling is to minimize the overall execution time of 

current programs. Different types of static scheduling 

algorithms are: 

 

1. First In First Out (FIFO) Scheduler 

FIFO is the default Hadoop scheduler. The job submitted 

first is given preference over jobs submitted later. 

Whenever a job arrives the JobTracker pulls the oldest 

job first from the job queue and processes it without 

considering the priority or size of the job. This scheduler 

is mostly used when the execution order of job is not 

important. 

 

1.1 Advantages 

1. FIFO scheduling technique is the simplest and most 

efficient among all the schedulers [14]. 

2. The jobs are executed in the same order in which they are 

submitted. 

3. It is only suited for single type of job. 
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1.2  Disadvantages 

1. Poor response time for short jobs in comparison to large 

jobs. 

2. Reduces data locality and starvation of jobs. 

3. Low performance when run multiple types of jobs. 

 

2. Fair Scheduler 

Fair scheduler is developed by Facebook. Fair scheduler 

groups jobs into named pools based on different 

attributes. It lets short jobs complete within a reasonable 

time while not starving long jobs [15]. The objective of 

Fair scheduling algorithm is to provide an equal 

distribution of resources among the users/jobs in the 

system [16]. 

 

2.1 Advantages 
1. This scheduler makes a fair and dynamic resource 

reallocation. 

2. It provides faster response to small jobs than large jobs. 

 

2.2 Disadvantages 
1. It ignores the node of the balance states and it will result 

in imbalance. 

2. This scheduler does not consider the weight of each job, 

which leads to unbalanced performance in each 

pool/node. 

 

3. Capacity Scheduler 

Capacity scheduler is developed by Yahoo. It is 

developed for multiple organizations sharing a large 

cluster. In this scheduler, several queues are created 

instead of pools, each with defined map and reduce slots. 

 

3.1 Advantages 
1. It also supports the features of hierarchical queues, 

elasticity and operability. 

2. The capacity scheduler has the potential to reuse unused 

jobs in the queue. 

 

3.2 Disadvantages 
1. Capacity scheduler is complex. There is difficulty in 

choosing proper queues. 

2. With regard to pending jobs, it has some limitations in 

ensuring stability and fairness of the cluster from a queue 

and single user. 

 

4. Longest Approximate Time to End (LATE) Scheduler 

Speculative tasks are defined as those tasks that progress 

very slowly. This may happen due to load on the CPU, 

slow background process, contention for resources etc. 

LATE scheduler tries to locate a slow running task to 

start another equivalent task as a backup which is termed 

as speculative execution of task. The main objective of 

LATE scheduler [9] is to optimize the performance of 

jobs and to minimize job response time. 

 

4.1 Advantages 
1. Optimizes performance of jobs and minimizes job 

response time as much as possible. 

2. This scheduler technique is highly robust in terms of 

heterogeneity [17]. 

3. It minimizes latency. 

 

4.2 Disadvantages 
1. LATE Scheduler does not ensure reliability. 

2. This method does not break the synchronization phase 

between the map and reduce phases, but only takes action 

on appropriate slow tasks. 

 

B. Dynamic Scheduling - allocation of jobs to the 

processors is done during execution time. A little basic 

knowledge is known about the resource needs of a job. It 

is also unknown in what type of environment the job will 

execute during its lifetime. The decision is made when a 

job begins its execution in the dynamic environment of 

the system.
 

 

1. Energy-Aware Scheduler 

Energy-aware scheduler minimizes usage of energy 

during execution of MapReduce jobs. The map and 

reduce tasks while making scheduling decisions, the data 

centers can utilize their resources efficiently and reduce 

the energy consumption. It provides optimization of 

energy. Berkeley Energy Efficient MapReduce (BEEMR) 

represents a new design point that combines batching, 

zoning and data placement with new analysis-driven 

insights to create an efficient MapReduce system that 

saves energy while meeting these design requirements. 

The main focus is to develop a framework for 

systematically considering various MapReduce node 

power down strategies and their impact on the energy 

consumption and workload response time [18]. There are 

two techniques:
 

 The first technique is Covering Subset (CS), which 

keeps only a small fraction of the nodes powered up 

during periods of low utilization. 

 The second technique is All-In Strategy (AIS), which 

uses all the nodes in the cluster to run a workload and 

then powers down the entire cluster. 

 

1.1 Advantages 
1. AIS strategy is suited only for production jobs. 

2. BEEMR improves energy efficiency up to 40-50%. 

3. BEEMR achieves minimal latency overhead for 

interactive jobs and some overhead for other job types. 

 

1.2 Disadvantages 
1. AIS is not well suited for time-sensitive interactive 

jobs.
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2. The gap between ideal and BEEMR energy savings 

increases with cluster size which has high energy costs. 

 

C. Resource Based Scheduling – the scheduling is on the 

basis of resource requirements of a job. This scheduling 

is for improving the resource utilization and job 

performance. The resources can be CPU time, disk 

storage, memory etc.  

 

1. Resource-Aware Scheduler 

Resource-aware scheduler focuses on resource utilization 

such as such as CPU utilization, I/O utilization, Disk 

utilization and Network Utilization when different kinds 

of workload run on the cluster. Resource-aware 

JobTracker scheduling mechanisms [19] are proposed, 

which make use of the resource metrics: 

 Dynamic Free Slot Advertisement - In this, instead of 

having a fixed number of available computation slots 

configured on each TaskTracker node, the mechanism 

computes this number dynamically using the resource 

metrics obtained from each node. 

 Free Slot Priorities/Filtering - In this, fixed maximum 

numbers of compute slots per node are retained. The 

ordering of free TaskTracker slots is done for advertising, 

according to the resource availability. 

 

1.1 Advantages 

1. Improves the performance of job management. 

2. This scheduler also has better resource utilization in a 

cluster [20]. 

 

1.2 Disadvantages 

1. This scheduler does not provide support for the pre-

emption of reduce tasks. 

2. Unable to confine the different resource utilization of 

each job in a multiuser environment. 

 

2. Matchmaking Scheduler 
The goal is to provide every slave node a fair chance to 

grab local tasks before any non-local tasks are assigned to 

them. Local task is defined as the task which can be 

executed on the node where its data is present. The 

matchmaking scheduler is related to the locality of the 

data [21], this scheduler works by finding matching 

between input data and the slave node which contain this 

data and then uses the locality marker as a guarantee that 

this node will take its local tasks. The data will be 

presented on that node before assignment of this task to 

other non-local nodes. 

 

2.1 Advantages 
1. Achieves highest data locality. 

2. This scheduler also provides high cluster utilization. 

 

2.2 Disadvantages 

1. It works only in the homogeneous environment. 

2. It has very low response time in case of finding matched 

data quickly. 

 

D. Time Based Scheduling - in time constraint scheduling, 

the scheduling of jobs is done on the basis of a deadline, 

i.e. whether the job can complete its execution within the 

specified time or not. It includes delay scheduler and 

deadline constraint scheduler. 

 

1. Delay Scheduler 

Delay scheduling is handled by Facebook event logs 

saved in their Hadoop data warehouse. It uses the waiting 

approach for enhancing the locality. The goal is to wait 

for the right time if the data for the task is not present on 

the local node [24]. It tries to achieve fairness with 

locality. It also relaxes strict job order for task 

assignment. This scheduling [22] is introduced by 

applying changes to MapReduce with data locality to 

achieve better performance and lowest response time for 

the Map task. 

 

1.1 Advantages 

1. Improvement in performance of heterogeneous Hadoop 

system. 

2. Throughput is increased. 

 

1.2 Disadvantages 
1. Delay scheduling technique is not effective when a 

majority of the tasks is much more than an average job 

[25]. 

2. There are limited slots per node. 

 

2. Deadline Constraint Scheduler 

Deadline constraint scheduler schedules jobs based on the 

deadline constraints mentioned by users [23]. This type of 

algorithms ensures that the jobs whose deadlines can be 

met are scheduled for execution. Dealing with deadline 

requirement, data processing is done by: 

 A job execution cost model - it considers various 

parameters like map and reduce tasks runtimes, input data 

sizes, data distribution, etc. 

 A Constraint-Based Hadoop Scheduler - it takes user 

deadlines as part of its input. 

2.1 Advantages 
1. Focuses on the optimization of Hadoop implementation 

[20]. 

2. Increases system utilization. 

 

2.2 Disadvantages 
1. There is a restriction that the nodes should be uniform in 

nature, which incurs cost. 

2. There are some restrictions or issues of deadline, which 

are specified by the user for each job. 
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III. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS 

Comparison of scheduling algorithms is performed to 

analyse the working of different Hadoop schedulers. Task 

Scheduling is a factor that directly affects the overall 

performance of Hadoop platform and utilization of system 

resources. There are various algorithms designed to resolve 

this issue with different techniques and approaches. A 

number of them improves data locality and some provides 

synchronization processing. Also, numerous of them were 

designed to minimize the total completion time. While some  

other schedulers allocates capacity fairly among users and 

jobs. Also, some provide resource utilization like CPU 

utilization, I/O utilization, System utilization etc. Table-1 

shows the comparison of different algorithms along with 

parameters.  

 

Table-1 Comparison of Hadoop Schedulers  

The analysis of the above stated Hadoop scheduling 

algorithms shows that Deadline Constraint scheduler is the 

most optimal scheduling algorithm among all other 

scheduling algorithms. Deadline constraint algorithm has 

high resource utilization, executing jobs in parallel among all 

nodes in a non-pre-emptive scheduling mode. This results 

each task getting fair share of all the available resources in 

both homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster environment. 

Considering Matchmaking scheduler with low job response 

time contradicts the Deadline constraint scheduler with only 

drawback that it works for only homogeneous cluster 

environment. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Big Data is a term used to depict the voluminous amount of 

data that grow large so fast that they are not manageable by 

traditional RDBMS (Relational Database Management 

System) or conventional statistical tools. Hadoop is an open- 

source  java based programming framework that supports the  

processing and storage of extremely large data sets in a 

distributed computing environment. The core of Hadoop 

consists of a storage part known as HDFS and a processing 

part known as MapReduce. The analysis of Hadoop 

scheduling algorithms shows that deadline constraint 

scheduler is the most optimal scheduling algorithm among all 

other scheduling algorithms.  

 

 

It has high resource utilization, executing jobs in parallel 

among all nodes in a non-pre-emptive scheduling mode. This 

algorithm results each task getting fair share of all the 

available resources in both homogeneous and heterogeneous 

cluster environment. Considering Matchmaking scheduler 

with low job response time contradicts the Deadline 

constraint scheduler with only drawback that it works for 

only homogeneous cluster environment. 

The future work may include Deadline Constraint and 

Matchmaking scheduling algorithms validation using tool 

and experiments may be constructed for the same for a 

particular environment. 
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